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Abstract 
The diploma thesis deals with evaluation of current situation of company NOVÝ 
DOMOV. Various methods of firm analysis and financial analysis are introduced, later 
on they are applied. Proposals of measures for improvement are derived from the 
analytical results. 
Abstrakt 
Diplomová práce se zabývá zhodnocením současné situace společnosti NOVÝ 
DOMOV. Jsou zde představeny různé metody analýzy firmy a finanční analýzy, které 
jsou následně použity. Návrhy opatření ke zlepšení jsou odvozeny z výsledků analýz. 
Key words 
Firm analysis, analysis of financial statements, SLEPTE analysis, Porter's Five-forces 
model of competitive environment, financial analysis, SWOT analysis 
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INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of a business is profit generating. The contemporary global 
economic situation does not lead to a healthy growth of the economy and lots of 
companies suffer serious financial problems. An evaluation of current state of a 
company and its environment is a first step for the firm to overcome the crisis 
successfully.  
The topic of methods of the firm analysis and financial analysis has been chosen as the 
accurate evaluation of contemporary conditions is crucial to find an appropriate 
solution. 
The thesis deals with the methods of firm analysis and financial analysis applied on the 
company NOVÝ DOMOV which operates in housing administration business at Brno. 
The housing in the Czech Republic was influenced deeply during 1960's and 1970's by 
the prefab housing development. The housing administration business has been 
transforming during last 20 years and the transformation continues still. Even for that 
reason the industry has several specifics. 
The work is intended for the company management. It can be used at least for 
comparison with other firm analysis.  
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The objectives and methods of the work 
The main objective of this thesis is to apply the methods of firm analysis and financial 
analysis to the company NOVÝ DOMOV and propose measures for improvement. 
To achieve the main goal of the thesis partial objectives have to be fulfilled. Those 
partial objectives are following: 
• Accomplish literature review 
• Describe the company NOVÝ DOMOV 
• Analyze contemporary conditions 
• Interpret results of individual analytical methods 
• Propose measures for improvement of current situation 
Generally applied methods such an induction, deduction, and simplification are used 
together with specific methods of analysis. The methods applied are following: 
• SLEPTE analysis 
• Porter Five Forces model 
• Analysis of financial statements 
• Financial analysis 
• SWOT analysis 
The basic data are gained from the annual reports of the company, firm websites, 
professional literature, and additional sources. Moreover, information from previous 
author work is used to ensure basic problem presentation and several partial chapters 
follow-up to the previous work.  
The thesis is divided into 3 main parts. The first section is called Theoretical basis of the 
work and deal with presenting the contemporary knowledge of the methods. The 
financial analysis is stressed as the other analytical methods have been presented in 
previous author work. The second part of the thesis concerns with analysis of current 
situation. The third part contains proposals and suggestions for improvement of current 
situation.  
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1 THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE WORK 
The principal goal of a company is to maximize its market value in a long term. The 
process of achieving this target has several partial phases. The main task is to formulate 
the principal objective and define the functional aims. Subsequently, the current 
condition has to be analysed and evaluated to enable designing the best way to reach the 
goals.  
There are common and specific methods of a firm analysis. The common methods 
include SLEPTE analysis, Porter Five Forces model, financial statement analysis, 
financial analysis, and SWOT analysis. The common methods are applicable generally, 
so they can be used independently of the researched industry. The chapter focuses 
particularly on financial analysis methods, as the other methods have been described in 
the author's previous work. 
1.1 Financial analysis  
Financial analysis aims to evaluate the company financial management and counts 
among important tools of the financial management and financial planning (20).  
1.1.1 Sources of information 
There are 3 basic sources of information needed for the financial analysis. These are: 
• Financial Statements  
• Annual Reports 
• Other information sources 
The financial statements include balance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash 
flows, if it is set. The annual reports contain additional information which explains and 
complements information gained from the financial statements (24). The other 
information sources have the same purpose as the annual reports. 
The balance sheet provides a snapshot of the assets, liabilities, and owners' equity of 
the company at a definite point in time (24). 
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The income statement reflects the firm's operating results over a determinate period of 
time (24). 
The statement of cash flows summarizes the changes in the company's cash account 
and shows the cash flow changes from investments, operations, and financing (24). 
The content of annual report varies, but it usually informs of the management, the 
supervisory board, the employees, important events, and the applied ways of 
bookkeeping. 
The other information sources cover the rating agencies (Standard & Poor's, 
Moody's), the statistical bureaus, and lots of different offices established by government 
or other public authorities. 
1.1.2 Users of the financial analysis 
As remarked above, the financial analysis aims to evaluate the company financial 
management. With respect to different intentions of separate stakeholders groups the 
financial analysis examines the current financial condition from diverse points of view 
according to the users. 
The users of the financial analysis, even though they differ in their primary goal, are 
(21, p.17): 
• Shareholders (equity investors) – interested in the distributable earnings, the 
dividend, and the profit 
• Lenders (creditors) – interested in the profit and the ability to repay the debts 
• Management – interested in their success and their salary 
• Employees – interested in the profit and the future development 
• Suppliers – interested in the creditworthiness 
• Customers – interested in the financial strength and the future development 
• Taxation authorities (government) – interested in the taxable profit 
• Society at large – interested in the operation 
The following table shows the main users of the financial analysis, their primary goals, 
and their objectives. 
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Table 1: Users of financial analysis 
Users of financial analysis Primary goals Objectives 
Equity investors Valuation 
Profitability 
Risk Analysis 
Growth analysis 
Creditors Ability to repay debt 
Liquidity 
Solvency 
Management Efficiency 
Profitability 
Solvency 
Operating performance 
Source: Adapted from (24), p.75 
1.1.3 Financial analysis methods 
Although there is high number of financial analysis methods, only the widely used 
methods are presented in this chapter. The methods are divided into several groups, 
among which the following are most popular: 
• Analysis of absolute indices 
• Difference analysis 
• Ratio analysis 
• Analysis of ratio systems 
1.1.3.1 Analysis of absolute indices 
The analysis of absolute indices is a starting point for the financial analysis. It is usually 
covered by the financial statement analysis, which concerns with constituent elements 
of the financial statement. 
The trend analysis, also called horizontal analysis, focuses on the change of 
constituent elements during given period. The longer the analysed period, the better 
results are acquired. (20, p.43) 
The change can be measured as absolute or relative. The relative index is used more 
often as it allows an easier comparison between more companies. 
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The absolute change formula: Dt/(t-1)=Vit – Vi(t-1) 
The relative change formula (in %): It/(t-1)=Vit / Vi(t-1) x 100 
Dt/(t-1) – absolute change against the previous year 
t – time (year) 
Vi – value of the item in the financial statement 
It/(t-1) – relative change against the previous year 
The percentage analysis of components, also called the vertical analysis or the 
structure analysis, deals with a composition of superior indicators. (20, p.43) 
Percentage analysis formula (in %):
1.1.3.2 Difference analysis 
 Ii = Vi / ∑Vi x 100 
Ii – percentage share of the item in the superior indicator 
Vi – value of the item in the financial statement 
∑Vi – value of the superior indicator in the financial statement 
Difference analysis concerns with differential indices, which usually represent the 
difference between a group of assets and a group of liabilities. 
The most important differential index is a net working capital, which is figured as a 
difference between current assets and current liabilities. The net working capital shows 
the surplus of assets. The aim of the net working capital analysis is to verify that the 
company is able to continue its operation. (10, p. 42) 
Net working capital formula:
1.1.3.3 Ratio analysis 
 Net working capital = current assets – current liabilities 
There are two types of ratios – accounting and investment. As the company analysed in 
this work is not quoted on the stock exchange, only accounting ratios are introduced. 
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One of the recommended scopes for ratio analysis is the PERL framework. The PERL 
acronym consists of (21, p. 183): 
• Performance analysis 
• Efficiency analysis 
• Risk analysis 
• Liquidity analysis 
The performance analysis
• Margin ratio 
 focuses on income statement and measures profits. It is also 
interconnected with the efficiency. There are four basic ratios for measuring the 
financial performance (21): 
• Return on capital employed (ROCE) 
• Return on equity capital employed (ROE) 
• Return on total assets (ROTA) 
The margin ratio measures the proportion of sales hold by the company as a profit. It 
can be calculated for any profit level. (21) 
Margin ratio formula (in %): Margin = profit/sales x 100 
The return on capital employed ratio (ROCE) measures the return of profit on the 
capital invested in the firm including long-term loans and equity. The equity contains 
also profit and loss reserve and others equity funds and reserves. (21) 
ROCE formula (in %): ROCE = profit / (total equity capital + long-term loans) x 100 
The return on equity capital employed ratio (ROE) measures the return of profit on 
the equity. It is always higher than the return on capital employed and can be calculated 
in the net or gross form. (21) 
ROE formula (in %): ROE = profit / equity x 100 
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The return on total assets ratio (ROTA) differs from the previous ratio by the use of 
the assets instead of liabilities in the denominator. This allows a comparison of 
companies of similar size, which are financed diversely. (21) 
ROTA formula (in %): ROTA = Profit / (fixed assets + current assets) x 100 
The efficiency analysis
• Fixed asset turnover ratio 
 provides its users with important information about the 
company real performance.  It includes turnover and working capital ratios, which 
complement each other. The basic efficiency ratios introduced in this work are (21): 
• Labour asset turnover ratio 
• Working capital ratios 
o Receivables period 
o Payables period 
The fixed asset turnover ratio measures the proportion of sales turnover to fixed assets 
at their net value. The lower the resulting figure, the slower is the turnover of the fixed 
assets. (21) 
Fixed asset turnover ratio (in %): Fixed asset turnover = sales / fixed assets x 100 
The labour asset turnover ratio shows the company efficiency at converting its labour 
expenditures into sales revenue. (21) 
Labour asset turnover ratio (in %):
The receivables period measures how many days on average the company waits for the 
receivables being paid. On the contrary, the payables period shows how many days on 
average the firm retains the money before paying the payables. The difference between 
 Labour asset turnover = sales / labour cost x 100 
The working capital ratios inform about the efficiency with which the firm converts 
the working capital into sales and eventually into cash. These ratios are calculated in the 
days to measure the operating business cycle. Every company can compute the 
receivables and payables periods, the firms holding stocks for sale are also able to 
calculate the inventory holding period. (21) 
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the receivables and payables period indicates whether the company provides its debtors 
an interest-free credit or whether the firm exploits an interest-free loan from its 
suppliers. (21) 
Receivables period formula: Receivables period = Trade receivables / Sales x 365 
Payables period formula: Payables period = Trade payables / Cost of sales x 365 
The risk analysis
• Gearing ratio 
 is a very complex discipline. For that reason only 2 indicators are 
chosen for an illustration. These are (21): 
• Interest cover 
The gearing ratio measures the relationship of owners' equity and long-term borrowing 
and it indicates company's exposure to financial risk. Generally, the higher the gearing, 
the more probable is the bankruptcy. (21) The basic and widely used formula is 
following: 
Gearing ratio formula (in %): Gearing ratio = Long-term borrowing/Capital x 100  
The interest cover shows how many times the profit covers the interest payment. The 
indicator is often used by banks to evaluate the credit applicants. (21) 
Interest cover formula: Profit / interest 
The liquidity analysis
• Current asset ratio 
 deals with the company short-term working capital. The firm has 
to secure that it has sufficient cash and easily convertible assets in the form of debtors 
receivables or stocks to cover its short-term liabilities. The literature distinguishes 3 
types of liquidity ratios (21): 
• Acid test ratio (quick asset ratio) 
• Cash ratio 
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The current asset ratio indicates whether the company has sufficient short-term 
resources to pay the short-term liabilities. The recommended value fluctuate between 
1,5 to 2,5. (4) 
Current asset ratio formula: Current asset / current liabilities 
The acid test ratio, also called quick asset ratio, is derived from current asset ratio. 
The only difference is that the stock is excluded from the formula as it is the most 
difficulty convertible asset. The recommended value should reach 1,0 to 1,5. (4) 
Acid test ratio formula: (Current asset – stock) / current liabilities 
The cash ratio is the most strict liquidity ratio as it ranks into the numerator only the 
short-term financial asset. The recommended value depends on the company industry. 
(4) 
Cash ratio formula:
1.1.3.4 Analysis of ratio systems 
 Short-term financial asset / current liabilities 
The big advantage of ratio systems is that they allow the user to get a general overview 
of the company financial situation whereas the single ratios focus on given area. The 
ratio systems can be divided into two groups – the rating ratio systems and the 
bankruptcy predictive ratio systems. The theory of the ratio systems presumes that there 
are effects in the company financial situations which precede the firm worsening and 
bankruptcy. (4) For purpose of this work the following models are introduced: 
• Altman index 
• Balance analysis  
• Du Pont system 
The Altman index
where: 
 (also called Z-score) predicts firm bankruptcy. It is based on 
combination of 5 indicators to which different weights are assigned. The index basic 
formula for companies which are not quoted at the stock market is following (20): 
Z = 0,717 X1 + 0,847 X2 + 3,107 X3 + 0,42 X4 + 0,998 X5 
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X1 – working capital/assets 
X2 – retained earnings/assets 
X3 – EBIT/assets 
X4 – market value of equity/liabilities 
X5 – sales/assets 
The final score is compared with the values presented by Altman. If the final Z-score is 
higher than 2,99, the company financial situation is satisfactory. If the results are in 
interval 1,81 – 2,98, the firm belongs to a grey zone what means that the company 
cannot be evaluated as successful nor as problematic. If the final value is lower than 
1,81, the company faces serious financial problems. 
Balance analysis
Table 2: Balance analysis areas and indicators 
 introduced by Rudolf Doucha belongs among rating ratio systems. Its 
basic construction is derived from 4 indicators of 4 different areas of company finance. 
(20) 
Company finance area Indicator 
Stability (S) Equity/fixed assets 
Liquidity (L) (Financial assets + receivables) / 2,17*short-term debts 
Activity (A) Production/2*total liabilities 
Rentability  (R) 8*EAT/equity 
 
The complete index is counted as following: 
C = (2*S + 4*L + 1*A + 5*R)/12 
If the final index is higher than 1, the company is evaluated as a good firm. If the results 
are in interval 0,5 – 1, the financial situation is assessed as bearable. If the final index is 
lower than 0,5, the firm is evaluated as a bad company.  
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The Du Pont system
 
 allows its users to understand the logic and interconnection of 
partial ratios. Due to this characteristic the recommendations can be easily made as they 
arise directly from the Du Pont system interpretation. The structure is described at the 
following picture. 
Figure 1: Du Pont system 
Source: Adapted from (28)  
The lower levels of indicators create the upper levels. Thanks to that it is clear how the 
upper indicators are made and what influence them.  
  
Return on 
Investment
Turnover
Sales Total Investment
Working 
Capital
Permanent 
Investment
Earnings as 
% of Sales
Earnings
Sales Cost of Sales
Sales
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1.2 SLEPTE analysis 
The SLEPTE analysis focuses on the external environment and its influence on the 
company. It deals with the previous development, the current situation, and also the 
future expectations of separate fields of the analysis. 
The SLEPTE is an acronym of individual factor groups of the analysis, which are 
following: 
• Social 
• Legislative 
• Economic 
• Politic 
• Technological 
• Ecological 
1.3 Porter Five Forces model 
Porter (18) identified 5 forces which causes the rivalry within each industry. Those 
forces are: 
• Threat of new entrants 
• Threat of substitute products 
• Bargaining power of suppliers 
• Bargaining power of buyers 
• Rivalry among existing firms 
 Each of the forces is determined by defined factors, which can repeat within the 
different forces. The aggregative effect of the forces cause the profitability of the 
industry 
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1.4 Financial statements analysis 
Financial statement analysis provides basic overview of the company for everybody 
outside (creditors, banks, state institutions, competitors) and inside (management, 
employees, shareholders/owners) the firm.  
The reports which are usually put to the analysis are balance sheet and income 
statement. If the company produce cash flow statement valuable information are gained 
from it. 
There are several drawbacks at the financial statement analysis, which list is following: 
• Historical costs 
• Various types of asset acquisition 
• Legislative changes 
• Missing evaluation of important items – human resources, experience, contacts, 
etc. 
1.5 SWOT analysis 
The SWOT analysis is a simple method of previous analysis results aggregation. It 
focuses on two internal and two external characteristics of the company. The internal 
characteristics are strengths and weaknesses, the external opportunities and threats. 
It might be difficult to assess if an attribute is positive (strengths or opportunity) or 
negative (weakness or threat). For that reason the same factor can be classified diversely 
for two firms. 
The SWOT analysis leads to reformulating or confirmation of company strategy. The 
new strategy should be based on utilization of strengths and opportunities and reduction 
of weaknesses and threats. 
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2 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SITUATION 
Whereas the first part gives an overview of contemporary academic knowledge, 
the second part deals with company current situation. Firstly, the company is briefly 
introduced. Secondly, commonly used analytical methods such as SLEPTE analysis, 
Porter Five Forces model, financial statements analysis, financial analysis, and SWOT 
analysis are applied. 
2.1 Basic information about the company 
Name: NOVÝ DOMOV, stavební bytové družstvo (cooperative 
housing society) 
Company address:  Okružní 875/19a, Brno, 638 00, Czech Republic 
Legal form:    Cooperative 
The company NOVÝ DOMOV was established on 8th December 1964 for the purpose 
of housing development and housing administration in the new urban settlement Brno-
Lesná. After accomplishing the construction in Brno-Lesná the firm has built several 
separate apartment buildings in various part of the city. 
The housing cooperative NOVÝ DOMOV was one of the first housing associations 
which commence transfer of flats into private ownership during the 1990's. 
Simultaneously, the firm also assumed administration of apartment buildings 
which detached from the original housing cooperative and apartment buildings 
belonging to small housing associations. Presently, only several last flats are not 
transferred into private ownership as there are remaining unsolved proprietary relations 
(divorce, inheritance, etc.). 
Nowadays, the company administers more than 6000 owner-occupied flats mainly in 
the city district Brno-Lesná and its surroundings. It is therefore obvious that the firm has 
transformed from an owner to an administrator of the flats.  
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2.1.1 Subject of enterprise 
The business objective of the company has changed over the past as well as the market 
situation and legal requirements. For that reason the subject of enterprise recorded in the 
register of companies differs slightly from the subject of enterprise according to the firm 
statutes. The cooperative subject of enterprise recorded in the register of companies 
includes:  
• Real estate, residential and commercial space rent  
• Constructions, modification and removal of constructions 
• Accounting consulting, bookkeeping, tax accounting 
• Production, trade and serviced not listed in Annexes 1 to 3 of the Trade 
Licensing Act. 
According to the company statutes the subject of enterprise is based on: 
• Cooperative ownership of houses, flats, non-residential spaces, and buildings 
with non-residential spaces 
• Administration and maintenance of premises in cooperative ownership, 
cooperative members ownership, and ownership of another persons 
• Administration and management of non-residential property in cooperative 
ownership. 
Nowadays, the company core business is the administration and maintenance of 
premises owned by communities of owners of housing units and renting cooperative 
non-residential spaces. 
2.1.2 Organizational structure 
The organizational structure of the firm consists of statutory bodies and departments. 
Establishment, functions, and extinction of statutory bodies are embedded in the 
company articles. The statutory bodies determine, control, and decide about all 
important cooperative issues. On the other hand, departments perform daily activities of 
the enterprise. 
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2.1.2.1 Statutory bodies 
As mentioned above statutory bodies of the firm are embodied in the company articles. 
The base for membership of statutory bodies is cooperative membership followed by 
election into the body. The statutes introduce 6 statutory bodies which are: 
• Assembly of delegates 
• Board 
• Chairman 
• Control committee 
• Autonomy members' meeting 
• Autonomy committee 
The assembly of delegates is the highest body of the cooperative which enables all 
cooperative members to manage and supervise the company activities via their elected 
representatives. It is summoned at least once a year. The assembly of delegates 
exclusively entitled to resolving and changing the statutes and rules of procedure, 
electing and dismissing members of the board and the control committee, approving 
board and control committee reports and financial statements, and determining the 
essential strategic issues. 
The board is the executive statutory body of the company. It manages the firm 
activities and makes all decisions which do not belong to another statutory body 
competence. It consists of 7 elected members out of whom the chairman and two vice 
chairmen are elected. The board conforms to the assembly of delegates. It meets as 
needed, but usually once a month. 
The chairman arranges and is in charge of the board work and also manages daily 
activities of the company. The chairman conforms to the board. 
The control committee is entitled to supervise entire activities of the cooperative, 
affirms financial statement and points out potential defects. It consists of 5 elected 
members and conforms only to the assembly of delegates. 
The autonomy members' meeting and autonomy committee are statutory bodies 
which lose their importance as the cooperative flats are transferred into private 
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ownership and their competences are reserved for newly established communities of 
owners of housing units. 
2.1.2.2 Departments 
The company is divided into 3 departments (legal, membership, and housing; economic; 
engineering), the chairman department can be considered as a fourth. 3 night 
doorkeepers are left apart from the organizational structure. The firm has 20 employees 
(including the chairman, without the doorkeepers). The chairman is the only person who 
is an employee due to being a statutory body. 
 
Figure 2: Organizational structure 
Source: Own processing according to (15) 
The legal, membership, and housing department secure all legal issues concerning the 
cooperative and keep membership records.  
Chairman
Head of the 
legal, membership, and 
housing department
2 employees
Head of the economic 
department
10 employees
Head of the 
engineering 
department
2 employees
Secretary IS administrator
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The economic department provide services including accounting consulting, 
bookkeeping, tax accounting, wages accounting, accounting of advances, and cash 
transactions.  
The engineering department provide various services contributing to keeping consigned 
premises in due state and assist the customers with reconstruction and modernization of 
the buildings. 
In concordance with the previous research (11) it can be claimed that the employees are 
satisfied with their jobs. This view is supported by the fact that there is considerably 
low staff turnover, quitting has been caused only by retirement during last few years. 
All employees are qualified adequately and are regularly trained. 
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2.2 SLEPTE analysis 
NOVÝ DOMOV, cooperative housing society, is based in Brno in district Lesná where 
it also mainly operates. For that reason the scope of the SLEPTE analysis gradually 
narrows starting on the international level, passing through the national, regional and 
city levels, finally ending on the level of the city district Lesná.  Some levels for 
particular factors are neglected because they are irrelevant for the purpose of this work. 
The SLEPTE analysis discusses various factors from two points of view which are 
housing in general and housing administration, as they intermesh. 
2.2.1 Social factors 
The social factors embrace particularly demographic characteristics and social-cultural 
aspects. The Czech Republic has 10,5 million inhabitants, 1,15 million people live in 
the South Moravian region, and Brno has approximately 371 thousand residents (3).  
The South Moravian region is the 4th most populated region after the capital city, 
Central Bohemian region, and Moravian-Silesian region. The region is well-known 
thanks to its folk traditions and customs, research and development support, wine, and 
temperate climate. 
Brno is the second biggest city in the Czech Republic after Prague. It is a seat of several 
institutions with national scope of activities (e.g. Ombudsman, Office for the protection 
of competition, The Supreme Court, The Supreme Administrative Court, and The 
Constitutional Court) and lots of universities and colleges. This is one of the reasons 
thanks to which Brno has become a seat of many Czech subsidiaries of international 
companies. As there are lots of students, the number of city inhabitants varies during the 
academic year; the job market is also influenced as well as the real estate market.  
The housing settlement Lesná was build during 1960's and was inhabited by young 
families (approximately 20 000 people) in that time. The age structure was very 
homogenous. Nowadays, over-generation replacement is in progress, as grandchildren 
of the original occupants move into the flats after their grandparents die. It can be 
estimated that currently 17 000 people live there. A big proportion of the inhabitants is 
retired, on maternity leave, or studies. For that reason the average income in the area is 
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rather low. Therefore the residents are price sensitive. Thus the specific demographic 
structure causes various public needs and affects the structure of services offered in the 
area as the inhabitants prefer basic services and products for low price over the more 
expensive but value added services and products.  
2.2.2 Legislative factors 
Legislative factors are the most specific factors influencing the company as they are 
strictly given. However, they are interconnected with the political factors as the 
politicians form the legislation, so they cannot be considered truly stable.  
Although the firm does not operate internationally, it is affected by the legislation of 
European Union, which has to be incorporated to Czech legislation. Most of the laws 
are given on the national level; the legislation in force on local levels usually concerns 
less important issues and only particularizes topics introduced by the national laws. 
The company is affected by a number of laws inclusive the commercial code, the civil 
code, the revenue acts (income tax, value added tax, property tax, etc.), and the law of 
flats ownership. The housing in general is also influenced by a number of laws; some of 
them are adjusted by the local council. (For complete list of laws see (19).)  
The law which would set the definitive deadline for transferring cooperative flats into 
private ownership is lacking. 
2.2.3 Economic factors 
The economic factors cover basic evaluation of macroeconomic condition (amount and 
growth rate of GDP, inflation rate, interest rate), availability of financial funding, and 
tax factors. 
The global financial and economic crisis which arose during autumn 2008 in USA hit 
Czech Republic as well as rest of the developed world. The following table illustrates 
that the GDP diminished, the unemployment rate grew and the inflation rate dropped in 
2009 as a consequence of the crisis. The indicators apart from the unemployment rate 
show mild improvement in 2010 which allows us to assume overcoming of the crisis.  
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Table 3: Basic macro economical indicators 2004-2010 
 
 
2004 
 
2005 
 
2006 
 
2007 
 
2008 
 
2009 
 
2010 
GDP (billion 
CZK) 
2 814,8 2 983,9 3 222,4 3 535,5 3 689,0 3 625,9 3 667,4 
GDP growth 
rate (%) 
4,5 6,3 6,8 6,1 2,5 -4,1 2,3 
Unemployment 
rate (%) 
8,3 7,9 7,1 5,3 4,4 6,7 7,3 
Inflation rate 
(%) 
2,8 1,9 2,5 2,8 6,3 1,0 1,5 
Source: Adapted from (3) 
The Czech Republic is evaluated positively by the well-known and important rating 
agencies. The Standard & Poor's has enhanced the rating from A to AA- recently as 
well as the Moody's has affirmed the A1 rating and the Fitch the A+ rating. 
The financial funding availability is influenced by the banking system, which is 
developed in the Czech Republic, and by the interest rate and another monetary policy 
tools. Although the Czech Republic is a member of the European Union, it has not 
adopted the Euro currency yet. For that reason the monetary policy is given by the 
Czech National Bank, not by the European Central Bank. One of the most important 
tools of the monetary policy is the interest rate. Therefore its history (2004 – 2011) is 
stated in the following figure. 
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Figure 3: Interest rate history (2004-2011) 
Source: Adapted from (2) 
The figure displays the Czech National Bank response to the economic crisis start in the 
autumn 2008 in the form of a swift fall in the interest rates. However, it can be only 
guess when the interest rates will rise and reach the level common before the crisis 
outbreak. 
Tax factors relating to housing generally and to housing administration are determined 
by acts concerning: 
• Income tax 
• Value added tax 
• Property transfer tax 
• Property tax 
• Road tax 
Currently, the income tax rate for legal entities amounts 19%. However, the revenue 
from membership fees and rent is in case of the cooperative housing society exempted 
from the income tax. 
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There are two rates of value added tax. The standard rate (20%) is applied in most 
cases. The reduced rate (10%) can be used only in cases enumerated by the law; these 
include building work and reconstruction of housing buildings. The property transfer 
and rent is exempted from the value added tax, nevertheless the taxpayer can apply it to 
other taxpayers. 
The property transfer tax rate amounts 3%. However, the gratuitous transfers of flats, 
non-residential space, and land by cooperative housing society to private ownership of 
its members are exempted from the tax. 
The calculation of property and road taxes is affected by several facts and is exactly set 
by relevant tax acts. 
2.2.4 Political factors 
The basic political factor is the stability of the government on all levels. The European 
Commission can be considered as the highest body of the European Union. Essentially, 
it is very stable authority, since its members are appointed for the five years period.  
On the contrary, the Czech political situation is very unstable. The following table 
presents the government overview. It clearly demonstrates that only two governments 
out of ten (except the present) remained in power for the whole session. For that reason 
the political situation on the national level is regarded as unstable. The political 
instability has led to long delaying of needed reforms which will affect the economic 
climate in the long term. Although the present government endeavour to enforce the 
reform laws, it is uncertain whether they remain in force if the government change. 
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Table 4: The government overview 
Session Prime 
minister 
Type of government 
2nd Jul 1992 – 4th Jul 1996  V. Klaus Coalition: ODS, KDS, KDU-ČSL, ODA 
4th Jul 1996 – 2nd Jan 1998 V. Klaus Coalition: ODS, KDU-ČSL, ODA 
2nd Jan 1998 – 17th Jul 1998 J. Tošovský Transitional: non-party, ODA, KDU-ČSL 
22nd Jul 1998 – 12th Jul 2002 M. Zeman Minority: ČSSD  
15th Jul 2002 – 4th Aug 2004 V. Špidla Coalition: ČSSD, KDU-ČSL, US-DEU 
4th Aug 2004 – 25th Apr 2005 S. Gross Coalition: ČSSD, KDU-ČSL, US-DEU 
25th Apr 2005 – 4th Sep 2006 J. Paroubek Coalition: ČSSD, KDU-ČSL, US-DEU 
4th Sep 2006 – 9th Jan 2007 M. Topolánek Minority: ODS  
9th Jan 2007 – 8th May2009 M. Topolánek Coalition: ODS, KDU-ČSL, SZ 
8th May 2009 – 13th Jul 2010 J. Fischer Caretaker  
13th Jul 2010 – now  P. Nečas Coalition: ODS, TOP 09, VV 
Source: Adapted from (27)   
The regional and city councils seems to be stable in comparison with the national 
government. There is also a noticed trend of keeping victory by the same political party 
in the election results on the local level. There are exceptions, but usually this fact 
enables the victorious party to begin to work on long term and strategic projects. 
Current Brno council is atypically formed by ODS and ČSSD. Although these political 
parties usually significantly disagree, their cooperation during the session seems to be 
stable. There are two important decision made by the city council. The first one is an 
approval of continuance of transfer of city-owned flats into private ownership of their 
occupants. The second important decision is effort to prepare new territorial plan which 
is needed and which will influence the city appearance for several decades. 
2.2.5 Technological factors 
The technological factors can be divided into two types, which refer to housing 
requirements and communication technologies. The first type relates to housing in 
general, the second one mainly to the company itself. 
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Nowadays, the prefab buildings are obsolete and inconvenient to contemporary housing 
requirements. The main problems include elevators, external insulation, windows, 
balconies, and loggias. For that reason facade external insulation and replacement of 
windows, balconies and loggias are needed.  
The safety requirements concern elevators and fire protection. They are very strict and 
have to be fulfilled as set by the regulations. This encompasses not only the building 
equipment, but also regular controls. 
Contemporary, the communication technologies are more and more sophisticated. 
The accent is put on simplicity and speed. For that reason modern technologies are 
widely employed. Company websites, communication through email, and data box 
become necessity. More modern technologies are an advantage for firms doing business 
at housing administration in the Czech Republic because the customers have not 
demanded them yet. 
2.2.6 Ecological factors 
The ecological factors are often ignored, even though they greatly affect the external 
environment. They include geographical, natural, and climatic conditions and also 
environmental protection. 
The Czech Republic is located in Central Europe. It is surrounded by mountain ranges 
which creates natural borders. The climate is temperate and the weather is usually 
predictable. Brno lies in south Moravia and is surrounded by wooded hills from 3 sides. 
2 rivers (Svratka and Svitava) flow through the city, there is a reservoir in the north-
eastern part of the city area. 
The air purity in Brno is similar to national average. It is better than in Prague and 
Ostrava. Furthermore, the value is even better in the city district Lesná due to its 
location.  The housing estate is surrounded by forests, in the centre there is sylvan park 
(Čertova rokle), and there is lots of verdure between the individual houses.  The trees 
were planted more than 40 years ago; therefore they are full-grown and shade the 
buildings.  
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The city council supports the waste sorting through the company SAKO Brno which it 
owns. The waste containers are installed around the city and are specified for colourful 
and white glass, paper, PET bottles, textile, and hazardous waste. 
There are 32 protected natural areas in Brno; several of them have special status which 
assures them higher degree of protection. 
2.2.7 Conclusion of SLEPTE analysis 
The following table presents the most important information gained through the 
SLEPTE analysis. 
Table 5: SLEPTE analysis results 
 
Social factors
• Brno - university city
• Over-generation replacement at Lesná
Legislative factors
• Number of laws
• Definite deadline for trensfering cooperative flats into private ownership is lacking
Economic factors
• Czech Republic influenced by global financial and economic crisis
Political factors
• Unstable national government
• Brno - transfer of city flats into private ownership
Technological factors
• Obsolete prefab buildings
• Strict norms for elevators and fire protection
• Necessity of modern communication technologies
Ecologic factors
• Brno location
• Air purity at Lesná
• Environmental protection at Brno
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2.3 Porter Five Forces model 
The structural analysis of industries model is one of the most popular models of 
competition. The competitive environment at the housing administration branch of 
business is examined only in the context of Brno, as the company NOVÝ DOMOV 
operates only in the city and does not intend to expand to additional locations. 
2.3.1 Threat of new entrants 
In his major study, Porter identifies that the threat of new entrants into the industry 
depends on the barriers to entry that are present together with the reaction from existing 
competitors that the entrant can expect. He introduces six major barriers of which these 
are applied in the housing administration industry: 
• Economies of scale 
• Switching costs 
• Access to distribution channels 
• Cost disadvantages independent of scale 
The economies of scale prove as wage costs which can be regarded as fixed costs. 
These are wage costs of the chairman, IS administrator, secretary, heads of the 
departments, and company lawyer. 
The switching costs are not financial. However, their influence is obvious. The change 
of the administrator has to be accepted by the majority of the community of owners of 
housing units under the statues. The community is usually afraid of the change as it 
concerns its possession, predominantly its renewal fund, which can achieve a 
considerable amount of money. For that reason the clients are very stable till they are 
very dissatisfied with the provided services. 
The access to distribution channels takes the form of location due to the reason that the 
customers prefer proximity and easy accessibility of their housing administrator. 
Therefore the big companies are located in different parts of the city, so they do not 
compete with each other directly. 
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The cost disadvantage independent of scale is the experience curve in case of the 
housing administration business branch. As several big companies have long tradition 
(e.g. since 1960's, 1970's), they have gained experience in the field and improved their 
processes and provided services. 
The expected retaliation of the existing competitors is very mild or none, because the 
big companies usually do not consider the small entrants as a dangerous threat. 
The facts remarked above indicate that the general threat of new entrants into the 
housing administration industry is medium. However, it is anticipated that the new 
entrants would not gain a large market share quickly. This is only possible in the city 
districts where is no big company specialised in housing administration. 
2.3.2 Threat of substitute products and services 
There is no substitute for housing administration as the activity is set by law. In a 
broader sense substitutes for housing administration carried out by specialised company 
can be housing administration carried out by an accountant, a lawyer, a tax advisor, 
their offices, or by an unqualified person (usually member of the community of owners 
of housing units). However, these subjects do not offer any additional services 
(e.g. technical consultancy). For that reason the communities of owners of housing units 
prefer the specialised companies. 
The threat of substitute products and services is consequently minimal. 
2.3.3 Bargaining power of suppliers 
The bargaining power of suppliers depends directly on the definition of suppliers. From 
broader point of view the suppliers are investors who build houses which need the 
housing administration and also the national government and local councils who set the 
rules for the given business activity. Their bargaining power is very high as they can 
interact without the housing administration companies. 
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In the narrow sense of the word, the suppliers are the direct suppliers of products and 
services necessary for the housing administration.  These are notably: 
• The auditor and the tax adviser 
• The accounting system provider 
• The bank and the insurance company 
• The energy and water suppliers 
• The elevator caretaker 
• The stationary and petty service suppliers (decorator, disinfection officer, etc.) 
With the exceptions of energy and water suppliers, accounting system provider, the 
auditor, and the tax adviser the suppliers can be easily changed, so they have lower 
bargaining power.  
The bargaining power of direct suppliers is medium in general. 
2.3.4 Bargaining power of buyers 
The bargaining power of buyers, which is represented by forcing down prices and 
bargaining for more services or higher quality, increases in the housing administration 
industry due to these factors: 
• The provided services are standard and undifferentiated. 
• The buyers are concentrated. 
As the provided services are standard, the buyers are sure that they can find alternative 
supplier and they play a company against another. 
The high level of buyers’ concentration appears in case of big buildings where more 
than 20 flats owned by different people are located. These communities of owners of 
housing units are able to press the price for the services down. However, the price is a 
contract price. For that reason it does not influence the price of the services provided for 
communities of owners of housing units which consist of only several people.  
As there are two factors which increase the bargaining power of buyers, it can be 
concluded that it is low to medium.  
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2.3.5 Rivalry among existing firms 
The rivalry among existing companies in the housing administration industry grows 
particularly due to: 
• Slow industry growth 
• Lack of differentiation or switching costs 
The slow industry growth is given by a slow increase in housing buildings number in 
the city Brno. However, the existing firms usually specialise in a chosen location (city 
district) and roughly compete against each other in case of a new object of the business 
(e.g. newly built house). 
The impact and the type of the switching costs are analyzed in the chapter 2.3.1. They 
have the same implication for the existing firms as for the new entrants. 
The general rivalry among existing firms in the housing administration industry is lower 
to medium as the companies do not attack each other directly and usually do not try to 
find new customers by wooing the clients of their competitors.  
2.3.6 Conclusion of Porter Five Forces model 
The following figure summarizes the results of Porter Five Forces model applied on the 
housing administration industry.  
The colours indicate the degree of the forces. The figure shows that the threat of 
substitute products or services is minimal; the bargaining power of buyers is low to 
minimal; the threat of new entrants and bargaining power of suppliers is medium; and 
finally, the rivalry among existing firms in the industry is lower to medium. 
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Figure 4: Porter Five Forces model results 
Source: Transformed from (18) 
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2.4 Financial statements analysis 
The financial statements analysis covers the balance sheets and profit and loss 
statements for the period 2007 – 2010. The shortened version of the financial statements 
is given in the Appendix.  
2.4.1 Balance sheets analysis 
The balance sheets analysis focuses on the development of separate balance sheet items 
and their contents. The analysis is divided according to the balance sheet classification. 
2.4.1.1 Assets 
The company reports all main categories of assets in its balance sheets. However, their 
structure is specific owing to the industry and the legal form of the business. 
Fixed assets are represented only by the intangible assets, which proportion is very low 
and almost negligible, and tangible fixed assets, which comprise of lands, constructions, 
and equipment.  
The intangible fixed assets represented only by the software were completely 
depreciated during the examined period.  
The value of tangible fixed assets was steadily decreasing. However, the partial items 
development was not that clear. The value of lands was growing at an irregular rate due 
to purchase of lands in the administrative building surroundings. The construction item 
value was diminishing due to depreciation and transfers of the remaining flats into 
private ownership. The value of equipment was decreasing due to depreciation of the 
office equipment. 
The company reports only short-term receivables and short-term financial assets out of 
the current assets. There is neither inventory nor long-term receivables in the firm 
balance sheets.  
The value of current assets was irregularly changing during the examined period. The 
short-term receivables comprise of trade receivables, receivables from partners, 
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cooperative members and association members, short-term deposits given, and other 
receivables; their value is in comparison with the rest of the assets very low.  
The short-term financial assets are represented only by cash and bank accounts. The 
cash is kept in the company cash register due to the operation reasons; its value was 
slowly increasing during the given period, but represents less than half percent of the 
total assets. The most important item of the assets is the bank accounts, which comprise 
approximately two thirds of the total assets. The company reports such a high volume of 
short-term financial assets kept on bank accounts due to the fact that the small housing 
associations consign their financial resources to the firm. The value of the company 
bank accounts was variable due to the different requirements of the housing 
associations. 
The accruals comprise only of deferred expenses and deferred income. However, their 
value was lower than half percent of the total assets during the examined period. 
2.4.1.2 Liabilities 
The firm balance sheets contain various types of liabilities; their structure is more 
complicated than the structure of assets. 
The equity is divided into registered capital, capital funds, reserve funds and statutory 
reserve account for cooperative retained earnings, profit/loss from previous year, and 
profit/loss from current year. The value of equity was slowly decreasing during the 
period as the ratio of liabilities changed due to conversion of equity into other sources 
caused by transfers of remaining flats into the private ownership of the cooperative 
members. This fact concerned mainly registered capital and capital funds.  
Reserve funds, statutory reserve account for cooperative retained earnings, and 
profit/loss from previous and current years were influenced by the company results, 
which were positive every year during the examined period. The profit was assigned to 
these accounts based on the decision of the assembly of delegates. 
Other sources contain reserves, long-term and short-term payables, and bank loans. The 
reserves were created and subsequently drew on for several purposes which were 
sewerage and communication pipe reparation, windows replacement in the 
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administration building, hall reconstruction, and electricity distribution and computer 
network reparation.  
The long-term payables were represented only by the renewal fund of the remaining 
cooperative flats. The value of long-term payables decreases as the flats are transferred 
into private ownership.  
The short-term payables can be divided into several partial items out of which the other 
payables are the most important. The other payables are created by the accounting 
relations with the small housing associations.  
The long-term bank loans value was decreasing as the bank loan was continuously paid 
off. The bank loan originates from the 1960's and 1970's when the whole settlement was 
build. Nowadays, only few last cooperative members pay it off, because proportional 
bank loan clearing is a prerequisite for the flat transfer into private ownership. 
The accruals value is in comparison with the whole liabilities almost negligible. 
2.4.2 Profit and loss statements analysis 
The profit and loss statement analysis deals with contents and development of separate 
items of the profit and loss statements. The structure of this chapter complies with the 
profit and loss statement form. 
2.4.2.1 Operations 
The operations outcome results from production revenues, production consumption, 
personnel expenses, and other operation costs and revenues.  
There was recorded a production drop in 2008. However, the production recovered 
afterwards. It is important to notice that the production revenues did not exceed the 
common production costs in any year during the period. 
The production consumption consists of services and consumption of material and 
energy. It did not show any trend during the period. 
Personnel expenses comprise wages and salaries, remuneration of board members, 
social security expenses and health insurance, and other social expenses. Although the 
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value of partial components varied during the period, the total personnel expenses grew 
permanently by approximately 4-5% a year.  
Operating expenses include taxes and fees, depreciation of intangible and tangible 
assets, change in operating reserves, and other operating expenses, which represents re-
invoicing of chosen items for small housing associations. The most important items of 
these expenses are depreciation, change in operating reserves and other operating 
expenses. However, with the exception of depreciation, which value was decreasing, 
they did not show any trend. 
Operating revenues contain revenues from disposals of fixed assets and materials and 
other operating revenues which cover re-invoicing of chosen items for small housing 
associations, administration, administration building security, and contracts elaborating 
for third parties. The change in operating reserves had the revenue character in several 
years during the period. There was not any trend in the operating revenues development. 
2.4.2.2 Financial activities 
Interest revenues reflected the interest rates with a delay. For that reason the interest 
revenues peaked in 2008, even though the interest rate crash happened in the autumn 
2008. The interest revenues are the most important financial activity item. 
Interest expenses were decreasing as the bank loan is paid off. Their amount is almost 
negligible. 
Other financial revenues contain fees for paying the postal order at the company 
cashier. The fee aims to convince the customers to use different payment ways. 
Other financial expenses represent mainly banking fees. They were very slowly 
decreasing during the examined period. 
2.4.2.3 Company results 
The company results displays that the situation during the period was not easy. The firm 
reported operating profit in 2007, but subsequently there was a loss in the years 2008, 
2009 and 2010. However, the loss was diminishing during the period. If the trend lasts, 
the operating profit can be expected in 3 years. 
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The company reported financial profit every year. The peak was reached in 2008; 
suddenly there was a fall in 2009 caused by descent of interest rates. 
The final company results were positive during the period. Although the company 
suffered operating loss in 2008, 2009 and 2010, the financial activity brought profit, 
which enabled the company to report a profit from the ordinary activity. The total profit 
was decreasing in 2008 and 2009, subsequently it increased in 2010. Hopefully, the 
increase will be kept. The final results were deeply influenced by the development of 
operating reserves. 
2.4.3 Financial statements analysis conclusion 
The most important facts assessed by the financial statement analysis are following: 
• The unusual structure of the company reports corresponds with the specific 
subject of enterprise and firm operations. 
• The tangible assets were decreasing as well as the registered capital and capital 
funds. The proportion of equity to other sources was changing in favour of other 
sources during the whole period. These facts were caused by the transfer of 
remaining flats into private ownership of the cooperative members. 
• The company kept high volume of short-term financial assets which represented 
the financial resources of small housing associations assigned to the firm. 
• The company created and subsequently drew reserves for planned reparations 
and other investment activities. 
• The other payables were the most important and largest liability; they stand for 
the accounting relationship with the small housing associations.  
• The operation results indicate problems which occurred in 2008. Since then the 
loss was diminishing. 
• The financial results show the interconnection with the macro economy; the 
profit was greatly influenced by the interest rates fall in the autumn 2008.  
• The total profit from ordinary activity was decreasing in 2007, 2008 and 2009. 
However, it recovered in 2010.  
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2.5 Financial analysis 
The financial analysis focuses on the period 2007 – 2010. The shortened version of the 
financial statements which are the basic information source is given in the Appendix. 
The financial analysis is accomplished in the following order: 
• Analysis of absolute indices 
• Difference analysis 
• Ratio analysis 
• Analysis of ratio systems 
2.5.1 Analysis of absolute indices 
This chapter deals with analysis of absolute indices which is the basic method of 
financial analysis. It is divided into two parts covering with horizontal and vertical 
analysis. 
2.5.1.1 Horizontal analysis 
The horizontal analysis examines firstly the balance sheets, followed by the profit and 
loss statements. The balance sheets horizontal analysis is divided into the assets analysis 
and liabilities analysis. 
The following table shows the percentage changes of main assets items quoted in the 
balance sheets. 
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Table 6: Horizontal analysis of balance sheets - assets 
 Change 2007/2008 Change 2008/2009 Change 2009/2010 
TOTAL ASSETS -5,82 % 5,64 % -6,39 % 
Fixed assets -15,65 % -10,50 % -13,95 % 
Intangible fixed assets -57,14 % 0 % -100 % 
Tangible fixed assets -15,60 % -10,51 % -13,89 % 
Current assets -0,25 % 13,34 % -4,09 % 
Short-term receivables 4,98 % -29,01 % -29,67 % 
Short-term financial assets -0,54 % 15,77 % -3,18 % 
Accruals -36,51 % -52,50 % 350,88 % 
 
However, as the percentage change does not give the full evidence, the table is 
supplemented by the following figure. 
 
Figure 5: Development of assets 
The table and the figure show that the sum of the total assets slightly varies during the 
period, but it is almost 60 million CZK. The share of tangible assets had been 
decreasing steadily, approximately by 13 % per year. This fact is caused by transferring 
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last flats into private ownership. On the contrary, the share of short-term financial assets 
had been slowly increasing due to saving of communities of owners of housing units on 
the company bank account. The short-term receivables have been decreasing by almost 
30 % per year with the exception of the 2007/2008, but this fact is only caused by 
operation reasons. 
The intangible fixed assets and accruals had not reached significant part of the total 
assets. The intangible fixed assets were finally depreciated in 2010. 
The following table shows the percentage changes of main liabilities items quoted in the 
balance sheets. 
Table 7: Horizontal analysis of balance sheets - liabilities 
 Change 2007/2008 Change 2008/2009 Change 2009/2010 
TOTAL LIABILITIES -5,82 % 5,64 % -6,39 % 
Equity -8,35 % -4,36 % -7,80 % 
Registered capital -1,73 % -1,14 % -0,79 % 
Capital funds -16,72 % -11,07 % -17,54 % 
Reserve funds 13,97 % 13,56 % -1,84 % 
Profit / Loss - previous years 3,99 % 5,76 % 0,00 % 
Profit / Loss - current year  -44,89 % -84,21 % 190,48 % 
Other sources -3,15 % 15,72 % -5,39 % 
Reserves -60,20 % 99,81 % -100,00 % 
Long-term payables -18,84 % -70,60 % 98,13 % 
Short-term payables 0,36 % 17,13 % -2,87 % 
Bank loans  -13,78 % -71,69 % -8,06 % 
Accruals -4,76 % -70,00 % 400,00 % 
 
Identically, as the assets percentage change does not give the full evidence, the 
liabilities table is also supplemented by a figure. 
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Figure 6: Development of liabilities 
The sum of total liabilities varies as well as the sum of total assets due to operation 
reasons. The short-term payables seem to be growing with the exception of the year 
2010; this is induced by saving of communities of owners of housing units on the 
company bank account about which the records are kept in the form of other payables. 
The volume of capital funds has been steadily decreasing as their interconnected with 
the flats which have been transferred into private ownership. The registered capital did 
not change its size during the period. The size of reserve funds has been rising with the 
exception of the year 2010 due to the reason that a part of the profit has been assigned 
to the reserve funds. The account of previous retained profit has been increasing slowly 
with the exception of the year 2010 when it was equal as the previous year due to the 
reason that the profit in 2009 was the lowest out of the period. The volume of bank 
loans has been decreasing as the bank loans have been paid back. The size of long-term 
payables and accruals has been variable, but these are not important items. 
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The following table includes the horizontal analysis of profits as they are quoted in the 
profit and loss statement.  
Table 8: Horizontal analysis of profits 
 Change 2007/2008 Change 2008/2009 Change 2009/2010 
Operating profit/loss -258,54 % -20,22 % -39,94 % 
Profit/loss from 
financial operations 
62,10 % -58,81 % -1,75 % 
Profit/loss of current 
accounting period 
-44,89 % -84,21 % 190,48 % 
Profit/loss before tax -32,48 % -85,54 % 144,21 % 
 
The table is supplemented by the following figure, because the values of percentage 
change do not indicate the real change correctly as some outcomes have not been 
profits, but losses during the period.  
 
Figure 7: Development of profit 
The figure clearly shows that the operating profit became loss in 2008. It has been 
improving since then, but it was still minus in 2010. The most important part of profit is 
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surprisingly the profit from financial operations (transactions). Although there was a fall 
in 2009 and the profit from financial operations did not increased in 2010, the positive 
outcome from financial operations enabled the total outcome to be a profit in the last 3 
years. 
The figure also obviously shows that the difference between the profit/loss before tax 
and profit/loss of current accounting period is bigger when the profit is higher. 
The following table contains the percentage changes of selected components of profit 
and loss statement. 
Table 9: Horizontal analysis of selected components of profit and loss statement 
 Change 
2007/2008 
Change 
2008/2009 
Change 
2009/2010 
Production -3,57 % 4,03 % 2,28 % 
Production consumption 97,80 % -37,44 % 26,31 % 
Added value -25,82 % 28,30 % -4,57 % 
Personnel expenses 5,28 % 4,11 % 4,87 % 
Other operating revenues 13,50 % -1,62 % -10,96 % 
 
The table indicates that only the personnel expenses shows a trend – they increase by 
4,5% a year on average. The table is supplemented by the following figure to provide 
additional information. 
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Figure 8: Development of selected components of profit and loss statement 
The figure illustrates that the production consumption and the added value correlate 
negatively. This fact is caused by the calculation structure of added value, which is 
counted as the difference between production and production consumption. The 
production has been roughly stable, but the production consumption has been very 
variable. For that reason the added value is also very variable and opposite to the 
production consumption. The other operating revenues have been rising slightly, but 
they decreased in 2010 on the level of the 2007. However, the change is about 10% and 
is not significant. 
2.5.1.2 Vertical analysis 
The vertical analysis describes the structure of assets and liabilities; it is not applied to 
the profit and loss statement. 
The following figure shows the structure of assets. 
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Figure 9: Structure of assets 
The figure clearly illustrates that the company has only accruals, short-term financial 
assets, short-term receivables, tangible fixed assets, and intangible fixed assets in its 
assets structure. The proportions of the assets are unequally divided within the 
constituent items.  
The major part has been comprised by short-term financial assets which made more 
than 60% of the total assets in 2007. The proportion has been steadily increasing; the 
short-term financial assets made more than 70% of the total assets in 2010. On the 
contrary, the proportion of tangible fixed assets has been decreasing during the period 
from more than 35% in 2007 to less than 25% in 2010. This interchange is caused by 
the transfer of the cooperative flats into private ownerships which is followed by a 
consignment of the flats into the company housing administration that embodies also 
care about the finance of the individual small housing associations. The remaining 
approximately 5% is divided between short-term liabilities, accruals, and intangible 
fixed assets. 
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The following figure demonstrates the structure of liabilities. 
 
Figure 10: Structure of liabilities 
The figure illustrates that the structure of liabilities has been more diverse than the 
structure of assets. The smallest part has been formed by accruals, bank loans, long-
term payables, reserves, and current year profit/loss which have comprised together less 
than 5% of the total liabilities during the period. On the contrary, the short-term 
payables has made from almost 45% in 2007 to 55% in 2010. The reserve funds 
proportion has been slowly increasing from more than 5,5% in 2007 to more than 7,5% 
in 2010. The profit from previous years has comprised almost 5% of the total liabilities 
during the whole period. The capital funds proportion has been decreasing steadily; it 
comprised more than 25% of the total liabilities in 2007, but only less than 18% in 
2010. The registered capital has not changed its size during the period and has made 
approximately 14% of the total liabilities. 
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2.5.2 Difference analysis 
The net working capital is the most important differential index. The following table 
shows its components and its value during the given period. 
Table 10: Net working capital 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Current assets 38 128 38 031 43 104 41 343 
Current liabilities 26 384 26 478 31 015 30 125 
Net working capital 11 744 11 553 12 089 11 218 
 
The value of the net working capital is positive and forms about 25% of the current 
assets. This fact means that the company has enough financial resources to finance its 
liabilities. Also, it means that the company financial policy is very conservative. 
2.5.3 Ratio analysis 
The PERL framework is applied for the ratio analysis. Consecutively, the following 
analyses are completed: 
• Performance analysis 
• Efficiency analysis 
• Risk analysis 
• Liquidity analysis 
2.5.3.1 Performance analysis 
The performance analysis focuses on four selected ratios: 
• Margin ratio 
• Return on capital employed (ROCE) 
• Return on equity capital employed (ROE) 
• Return on total assets (ROTA) 
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The margin ratio
Table 11: Margin ratio 
 measures the proportion of sales hold by the company as a profit. The 
following table indicates the calculation and shows the results for individual years. 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Production 10340 9971 10373 10610 
Revenues from disposals  1 75 1 1 
Other operating revenues 4141 4700 4624 4117 
Sales 14482 14746 14998 14728 
Operating profit / loss 287 -455 -363 -218 
Margin 1,98% -3,09% -2,42% -1,48% 
 
The sales are calculated as a sum of production, revenues from disposals of fixed assets 
and materials, and other operating revenues. The operating profit/loss is applied as 
denominator as it is directly connected to the company operations.  
The margin is negative due to the fact that the company shows loss in years 2008, 2009, 
and 2010. For correct analysis a comparison with competitors is necessary. However, 
these data are not available. 
The return on capital employed ratio (ROCE) measures the return of profit on the 
capital invested in the firm including long-term other sources, reserves, and equity. The 
following table shows the calculation of the return on capital ratio. 
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Table 12: Return on capital employed 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Equity 30383 27846 26632 24556 
Reserves 1329 529 1057 0 
Long-term payables 897 728 214 424 
Long-term bank loans 254 219 62 57 
Capital employed 32863 29322 27965 25037 
Profit / loss of current accounting period 724 399 63 183 
Return on capital employed 2,20% 1,36% 0,23% 0,73% 
 
The capital employed is calculated as the sum of equity, reserves, long-term payables, 
and long-term bank loans. The profit of current accounting period is applied as it 
demonstrates the net profit. 
Return on capital employed has been decreasing during the period, but the trend 
changed in 2010. The ratio correlates positively with the profit, as the changes shows 
the same direction. The value of capital employed has been steadily decreasing and has 
not impacted the final results deeply.  
The return on equity capital employed ratio
Table 13: Return on equity 
 (ROE) measures the return of profit on 
the equity. It is always higher than the return on capital employed. The following table 
illustrates the calculation of the return on equity ratio. 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Equity 30383 27846 26632 24556 
Profit / loss of current accounting period  724 399 63 183 
Return on equity 2,38% 1,43% 0,24% 0,75% 
 
The return on equity ratio shows also the positive correlation with the profit. It has been 
decreasing by almost 1% per year, but started to rise in 2010. 
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The return on total assets ratio
Table 14: Return on total assets 
 (ROTA) differs from the previous ratio by the use of 
the assets instead of liabilities in the denominator. The following table indicates the 
calculation of the return on total assets ratio. 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Total assets 59289 55840 58992 55222 
Profit / loss of current accounting period  724 399 63 183 
Return on total assets 1,22% 0,71% 0,11% 0,33% 
 
Although the assets are applied in the denominator instead of liabilities, the ratio also 
correlates positively with the profit. 
The following figure illustrates the relation between the return ratios. 
 
Figure 11: Comparison between performance (return) ratios 
The figure clearly shows that the smaller is the denominator, the higher is the final 
value of the ratio. For that reason the return on equity has reached the highest values 
and the return on total assets the lowest. Also, the correlation of the return on total 
assets with the profit is looser than the return on capital employed and return on equity. 
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To evaluate the company performance correctly, data from the competitors are required. 
However, these are not easily accessible. 
2.5.3.2 Efficiency analysis 
The efficiency analysis examines the following ratios: 
• Fixed asset turnover ratio 
• Labour asset turnover ratio 
• Working capital ratios 
o Receivables period 
o Payables period 
The fixed asset turnover ratio
Table 15: Fixed assets turnover ratio 
 measures the proportion of sales turnover to fixed assets 
at their net value. The following table indicates the calculation of fixed assets turnover 
ratio and its results.  
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Production 10340 9971 10373 10610 
Revenues from disposals 1 75 1 1 
Other operating revenues 4141 4700 4624 4117 
Sales 14482 14746 14998 14728 
Fixed assets 20972 17689 15831 13622 
Fixed assets turnover ratio 69,05% 83,36% 94,74% 108,12% 
 
The fixed assets turnover ratio has shown an improvement during the period due to the 
reduction of the fixed assets. However, an improvement due to sales increase would 
have been better. 
The labour asset turnover ratio shows the company efficiency at converting its labour 
expenditures into sales revenue. The following table shows the calculation of the labour 
assets turnover ratio. 
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Table 16: Labour assets turnover ratio 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Sales 14482 14746 14998 14728 
Personnel expenses 10584 11143 11601 12166 
Labour assets turnover ratio 136,83% 132,33% 129,28% 121,06% 
 
The labour assets turnover ratio has been slowly decreasing during the period due to 
rising personnel expenses without adequately rising sales. 
The working capital ratios
Table 17: Working capital ratios 
 inform about the company efficiency in converting the 
working capital into sales and then into cash. These ratios are calculated in the days. 
The receivables period measures how many days the company usually waits for the 
receivables being paid. On the contrary, the payables period shows how many days on 
average the firm retains the money before paying the payables. The following table 
indicates the calculation of receivables and payables periods. 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Short-term receivables 1967 2065 1466 1031 
Sales 14482 14746 14998 14728 
Receivables period 50 51 36 26 
Trade payables 99 520 124 82 
Production consumption 1861 3681 2303 2909 
Payables period 19 52 20 10 
 
The receivables period calculation is based on the short-term receivables and sales 
which are counted as a sum of production, revenues from disposals, and other operating 
revenues. The payables period calculation is based only on trade payables and 
production consumption. 
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The previous table is supplemented by the following figure to better illustrate the 
company business cycle management. 
 
Figure 12: Receivables and payables periods 
The figure shows that the receivables period has been longer than the payables period 
during the whole period. The payables period exceeded the receivables period in 2008, 
even though the difference was only 1 day. In the other years the difference between 
receivables and payables period has been more than 2 weeks in favour of the 
receivables.  
These results are very rare, because companies usually try to match the receivables and 
payables periods or to have the payables period longer than the receivables period to 
take an advantage of the supplier free-interest loans. 
2.5.3.3 Risk analysis 
The risk analysis concentrates only on two following ratios: 
• Gearing ratio 
• Interest cover 
The gearing ratio indicates company's exposure to financial risk through measurement 
of the owners' equity and long-term borrowing relationship. The following figure shows 
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the development of the gearing ratio. The gearing ratio including the short-term 
borrowings is shown for better demonstration. 
 
Figure 13: Gearing ratio 
The figure indicates that the standard gearing ratio is very low, so the company is not 
exposed to high financial risk. However, if the short-term liabilities are included in the 
calculation, the gearing ratio changes significantly and the company cannot be 
evaluated as truly low-risky. 
The interest cover
Table 18: Interest cover 
 shows how many times the profit covers the interest payment. The 
following table indicates the calculation of the ratio. 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Profit 724 399 63 183 
Interest 3 3 2 1 
Interest cover 241,3 133,0 31,5 183,0 
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The table clearly shows the positive correlation between profit and interest cover. The 
common results are lower; the banks usually require the value over 8. If the firm applies 
for a bank loan, based on this criterion it would be successful. 
2.5.3.4 Liquidity analysis 
The liquidity ratios are very important indicators of company condition. The following 
ratios are examined for the firm: 
• Current asset ratio 
• Acid test ratio (quick asset ratio) 
• Cash ratio 
The following table indicates the calculation of the liquidity ratios and its results. 
Table 19: Liquidity analysis 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Current assets 38128 38031 43104 41343 
Stock 0 0 0 0 
Short-term financial assets 36161 35966 41638 40312 
Current liabilities 26384 26478 31015 30125 
Current asset ratio 1,45 1,44 1,39 1,37 
Acid test ratio 1,45 1,44 1,39 1,37 
Cash ratio 1,37 1,36 1,34 1,34 
 
The table demonstrates that as the company does not keep any stock, the current asset 
ratio and acid test ratio reach the same results. The table also shows very mild 
difference between current asset ratio and cash ratio. This fact is caused by the structure 
of assets in which majority proportion is comprised by short-term financial assets. 
The firm results have to be compared with recommended values. The current asset ratio 
is recommended to range from 1,5 to 2,5. The company current acid ratio oscillates 
around 1,4 what is slightly under the recommended value. The firm reaches this result 
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due to a big proportion of the current liabilities in its structure. The recommended value 
for acid test ratio ranges from 1,0 to 1,5. The company result is in full concordance with 
it. Although there is no strictly recommended cash ratio value, the firm reaches better 
results than usual. 
The following figure illustrates the development of the liquidity ratios. 
 
Figure 14: Liquidity ratios 
The figure confirms that the current asset ratio and acid test ratio gain the same values. 
For that reason only the acid test ratio development is visible at the figure. 
The examined ratios has shown declining trend which is steeper by the current asset 
ratio than by the cash ratio. The liquidity development curves have been approaching 
each other due to the fact that the structure of assets has changed in favour of short-term 
financial assets during the period. 
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2.5.4 Analysis of ratio systems 
The analysis of ratio systems concerns with 3 selected methods and the development of 
results during the period 2007-2010. The following ratio systems are applied: 
• Altman index 
• Balance analysis  
• Du Pont system 
2.5.4.1 Altman index 
The Altman index evaluates a company based on several different indicators which 
together creates the Z-score. The partial and final results of the calculation are presented 
at the following table. 
Table 20: Company Altman index 2007-2010 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Working capital 38 128 38 031 43 104 41 343 
Retained earnings 2 505 2 605 2 755 2 755 
EBIT 976 660 97 233 
Equity 30 383 27 846 26 632 24 556 
Sales 14 481 14 671 14 997 14 727 
Liabilities (other sources) 28 864 27 954 32 348 30 606 
Assets 59 289 55 840 58 992 55 222 
X1 0,643087 0,681071 0,730675 0,748669 
X2 0,042251 0,046651 0,046701 0,04989 
X3 0,016462 0,011819 0,001644 0,004219 
X4 1,052626 0,996137 0,823297 0,802326 
X5 0,244244 0,262733 0,254221 0,266687 
Z-score 1,23 1,25 1,17 1,20 
 
The final Z-score compared with values presented by Altman indicates that the 
company suffers serious financial problems. However, the previous chapters have 
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demonstrated that the firm has sufficient financial sources. The contradiction shows that 
the index is not absolutely applicable for all companies without other analysis. 
2.5.4.2 Balance analysis 
The balance analysis examines the company from the point of view of stability, 
liquidity, activity, and rentability. The following table shows the calculation and results 
of the balance analysis for the firm. 
Table 21: Company Balance index 2007-2010 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Stability 1,4487 1,5742 1,6823 1,8027 
Liquidity 0,6660 0,6619 0,6405 0,6324 
Activity 0,0872 0,0893 0,0879 0,0961 
Rentability 0,1906 0,1146 0,0189 0,0596 
Balance index 0,5501 0,5382 0,5091 0,5441 
 
The final balance index is slightly over 0,5. For that reason the firm financial situation is 
evaluated as bearable. The results of the balance analysis are better than the Altman 
index due to the construction of the model. The balance analysis respects the financial 
assets as one of the indicators, which the Altman index does not. 
2.5.4.3 Du Pont system 
As the company does not operate in trade, the Du Pont system in the basic form 
presented at the chapter dealing with analysis of ratio systems theory is not applicable 
for the firm. 
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2.5.5 Conclusion of financial analysis 
The financial analysis has shown that the company situation is very unusual and it is not 
easy to evaluate it. The important facts are these: 
• The firm showed sharp negative change in all areas of its performance in 2008 
which were partly caused by the global economic and financial crisis and partly 
by a common development of the business. 
• The company fixed assets and capital funds were decreasing in favour of short-
term financial assets and short-term payables. 
• The firm had sufficient net working capital; it was able to pay its liabilities. 
• The performance analysis indicates that the company suffered a slump starting 
in 2008 and culminating in 2009. The firm performance improved in 2010, but it 
did not reach the results gained in year 2007. 
• The efficiency analysis indicates different trends at separate areas. The fixed 
assets turnover ratio was steadily improving mainly due to decreasing the 
volume of fixed assets. However, the labour assets turnover ratio shows opposite 
trend particularly due to increasing personnel expenses without equal 
improvement in revenues. The working capital ratios reached opposite values 
than recommended. 
• The risk analysis points out the difference between long-term and short-term 
gearing. Although the short-term gearing evaluated the company as middle-high 
risky, the interest cover proves that the company can successfully apply for a 
loan. 
• The liquidity analysis confirms that the firm kept unusually high volume of 
short-term financial assets. For that reason the values of individual liquidity 
ratios varied only a little.  
• The analysis of ratio systems shows that these methods cannot be applied in 
isolation as they do not take into account special and unusual conditions. 
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2.6 SWOT analysis 
The SWOT analysis is applied to easily summarize the result of previous analysis. The 
method allows its users to concentrate on the most important strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats, which the company has to deal with. The following figure 
resumes the key factors for the future development with the emphasis on finance. 
 
Figure 15: SWOT analysis 
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2.6.1 Strengths 
Sufficient financial sources, satisfied employees, and Lesná settlement location rank 
among the most important strengths of the company.  
The sufficient financial sources enable the company to develop other activities without 
a threat of dependency of a third institution.  
The satisfied employees create positive view of the firm in public. Their satisfaction 
leads to their stability. For that reason the company does not suffer high staff turnover 
which usually influence the firm results in a negative way. 
2.6.2 Weaknesses 
The prefab building obsoleteness and a contradiction between debtors and creditors 
periods count among the biggest weaknesses.  
The prefab buildings obsoleteness means for the company that the customers demand 
the modernisation and reconstruction and in cases there is not adequate repair fund the 
firm takes the role of the lender, the financial intermediary or the guarantor. The prefab 
buildings require more maintenance and reparations; there are also strict regulations and 
rules for the safety which have to be kept.  
The contradiction between debtors and creditors periods is not experienced as an 
important weakness nowadays as there are sufficient financial sources. However, the 
company seems not to manage the debtors and creditors periods. This is a systematic 
weakness which might lead into problems if there is higher volume of the payables that 
are paid in short time and receivables which are outstanding for multiplicatively longer 
period. 
2.6.3 Opportunities 
The privatization of city owned flats, demographic changes, complementary service 
offer and free short-term financial assets investment ranks among the important 
opportunities for the company. 
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The privatization of the flats owned by city is a great opportunity for the firm to find 
new customers who could be established long-term relationship with. 
The demographic changes bring an opportunity, but might turn into a threat. The 
opportunity is seen in new customers thanks to networks within the new generation of 
the Lesná settlement inhabitants who can inform their friends living in other city 
districts about the quality of services provided by the company. The demographic 
change also brings new requirements of the customers who want more services. 
The complementary service offer is an answer on the needs of new generation of Lesná 
settlement inhabitants. If the company provides complementary services such as house 
painter, plumber, heating engineer, electrician, and other crafts by its contractors, the 
customers will appreciated that they can solve everything in one place. These 
complementary services are not offered by all firms at the housing administration 
industry. For that reason they can become key advantage. 
The investment of free short-term financial assets at more yielding instruments of 
financial market will lead to better financial profits and due to it also to more precise 
forecasting and planning of company profitability and performance. 
2.6.4 Threats 
New entrants into the industry, strengthening competitors, and raising personnel 
expenses without connection with the revenues count among the significant threats. 
New entrants into the industry can entice current customers and in long-term almost 
destroy the company. The strengthening competitors can cause the same effect. 
Diminishing of portfolio of customers might be very slow and might not seem 
dangerous. However, every client is important and generates revenues. For that reason 
the company has to be prepared for the sharp competitive fight. 
Raising personnel expenses without connection with the revenues can lead to 
overpaying the employees and particularly to cost rise inadequate to revenues. As the 
personnel expenses are the biggest cost item, their unreasonable increase can end up in 
serious financial problems.  
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3 PROPOSALS AND SUGGESTIONS 
The proposals and suggestions for the company result from the intention of taking 
advantage of the strengths and opportunities and minimizing the weaknesses and 
threats. The separate recommendations deal with defined issues. The proposals are 
arranged according to the implementation simplicity, the second criterion is the 
implementation expensiveness. 
The separate suggestions are following: 
• Complementary services offer 
• Short-term financial assets investments 
• An implementation of working capital management 
• A reward system 
• An active company presentation at the privatised city-owned apartment houses 
and in the location 
3.1 Complementary services offer 
Complementary services offer can become the crucial factor for diverging from the 
competitors in a long-term. The complementary services should include non-stop 
emergency service, a documentation preparation for selling the flats, domestic waste 
disposal, petty maintenance and reparations, painting, electrician services, plumbing, 
heating engineering, greenery maintenance, moving assistance, regular and occasional 
cleaning, etc. 
The database of contractors can be created during a long period as the individual 
contractors will be attested. Currently, the company creates such as database, but it is 
not presented to the public. 
The important step of this proposal is an active offer of the complementary services to 
the customers. The aim of this suggestion is a state when the customers contact the 
company every time they need a service related to housing as the first provider. 
The costs of this proposal are minimal as the database is created continuously. 
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3.2 Short-term financial assets investments 
According to the reports the company keeps on its banking accounts 
35 - 40 millions CZK. The money is very safe, but it generates only low interest 
revenue. A part of the money represents finance consigned by the small housing 
associations to the company. The money cannot be invested in risk financial 
instruments. However, the second part of the money kept on the bank accounts 
represents the retained profits of the firm. As this finance is not invested, it loses its 
value by inflation.  
It is proposed to invest the money directly into guaranteed bonds, such as mortgage 
certificates or the Czech government bonds as the Czech rating is very good and has 
prospects for improvement. This type of investment is very secure. From the possible 
bankruptcy point of view the bonds belongs to the claims that are paid among the first 
(after the state claims). Due to this fact they are more secure than shares. Moreover, the 
direct investment means that in case of guaranteed bonds the investors know exactly 
how much they earn. On contrary, if there is a middleman (shares fund, brokerage 
company), the yield is reduced by an intermediation fee, which can reach up to several 
percent of the investment volume. 
The costs of this suggestion can be considered from two points of view. Firstly, the 
immediate costs at the moment of the realization amount to the costs of the guaranteed 
bonds. Secondly, the long-term costs become a yield as the bonds reach their maturity. 
3.3 Implementation of working capital management 
Implementation of working capital management deals with the contradiction between 
debtors and creditors periods. The aim of working capital management is to harmonize 
the periods when the firm waits for receivables to be paid and when the company waits 
for payables to pay. The working capital management allows the company to plan the 
incoming and out-coming payments in order to earn an interest on the retained 
payments. 
Nowadays, the company does not suffer any liquidity problems due to the high volume 
of short-term financial assets. However, if a part of the short-term financial assets are 
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invested, the company has to prepare an internal directive dealing with the working 
capital management. The directive has to be approved by the board. If the directive is 
accepted without the investment of the short-term financial assets, better cash flow 
overview is expected as well as small profit rise. 
3.4 Reward system 
Raising personnel expenses without adequate increase of revenues is counted among the 
serious threats. Easiest way of dealing with this threat is a revision and an innovation of 
current reward system. Nowadays, the employees get the salary which is fixed and 
given by their employment contract. Based on the contracts the salary rises every year 
by 4%. There is neither evaluation of the employee performance nor evaluation of the 
company performance. 
The new reward system has to take into account the company performance as well as it 
should take into account also the individual employee performance. However, the 
employees have to keep their living standard. For that reason inflation should be taken 
into account too. 
It is proposed that the reward system consists of 4 main components: 
• Fixed salary 
• Inflation top-up 
• Bonus derived from company performance 
• Individual employee bonuses 
The first component is the fixed salary given by the employment contract. The second 
component is regular salary increase which is equal to the inflation. The third 
component is based on company performance and can be pay as a bonus in form of a set 
percentage of the profit. The fourth component deals with an individual employee 
performance. It is difficult to set measurements in an administrative work. For that 
reason precisely defined operations are evaluated. Bonuses for acquisition of new 
customers, zero error rate, and successful customer departure prevention, which are 
such operations, are recommended to be paid monthly.  
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The new reward system costs are low. However, a resistance of employees might 
become a serious obstacle during the implementation as well as refusal of the 
suggestion by the board. 
3.5 Active company presentation  
The company does not employ a person who would care for marketing; a propagation 
plan does not exist. The marketing in the firm is completely lacking. The only 
presentation of the company is a signboard on the administrative building and an 
obsolete website. It is necessary to create a marketing plan and to present the firm 
actively at public to acquire new customers and to keep the current clients. 
The active presentation should include:  
• Internal directive dealing with customer communication 
• New website 
• Advertising and PR articles in local printed media 
• Positive reminder to current customers 
The internal directive dealing with customer communication should be accepted by the 
board. The directive sets the rules for communication with customers, especially the 
treatment of clients in case of their planned departure. Nowadays, such a directive is a 
standard in companies offering services. 
New website is necessary as the current webpage is obsolete and does not provide 
contemporary and relevant information. Moreover, there are non-working links and the 
webpage design is outdated. Especially the new generation of the Lesná settlement 
inhabitants is used to use the internet daily and prefer it as the communication channel. 
For that reason the website has to be modernized. 
Advertising and PR articles in the local printed media lead to new customer acquisition 
and creates public awareness of the company. The recommended media are Brněnský 
deník, Metro Brno, and Severník.  
The positive reminder to current customers aims to convince the clients that the 
company is prepared to help them as it used to do in past, that the firm is based on its 
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long tradition, and that the company is also modernized. The reminder can be in form of 
leaflet placed on the notice board at each building which is administrated by the 
company. 
The costs of the active company presentation vary depending on the extent of the 
presentation. Costs of internal directive are minimal. New website can be created by the 
IS administrator using a free template; it can be also made by an external programmer 
who might be a student paid per hour; it can be produce by an external company paid 
for the whole webpage too. The costs for new website differ according to the way of its 
production. Costs of advertising vary according to the used media, the size of the advert 
and the advertising period. The costs of reminders for current customers differ 
according to the leaflet appearance and its distribution. 
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CONCLUSION 
The main objective of this thesis was to apply the methods of firm analysis and financial 
analysis to the company NOVÝ DOMOV and propose measures for improvement. To 
fulfil this goal it was necessary to accomplish literature review, describe the company 
NOVÝ DOMOV, analyze contemporary conditions, interpret results of individual 
analytical methods, and propose measures for improvement of current situation.  
The first section of the thesis summarizes the current knowledge of the methods of firm 
analysis and financial analysis. The stress is put on the financial analysis, different 
approaches and methods of financial analysis are presented. 
The second part of the work deals with company NOVÝ DOMOV introduction, and 
subsequently the methods of firm analysis are applied. Partial analytical results are 
summarized at the end of every chapter concerning individual method application. 
Comments of applied methods have been made if necessary. 
The third section of the thesis contains proposals of measures for improvement of 
contemporary company situation. The suggestions are based on the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the firm.  
I have fulfilled the objective of the work by that.  
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APPENDIX 
Simplified balance sheets – Assets 
      2007 2008 2009 2010 
marking   line netto netto netto netto 
  TOTAL ASSETS 0 01 59289 55840 58992 55222 
B. Fixed assets 0 03 20972 17689 15831 13622 
B. I. Intangible fixed assets 0 04 28 12 12 0 
B. I. 3 Software 0 07 28 12 12 0 
B. II. Tangible fixed assets 0 13 20944 17677 15819 13622 
B. II. 1 Lands 0 14 2334 2776 2919 3146 
B. II. 2 Constructions 0 15 18316 14724 12819 10446 
B. II. 3 Equipment 0 16 294 177 81 30 
C. Current assets 0 31 38128 38031 43104 41343 
C.III. Short-term receivables 0 48 1967 2065 1466 1031 
C. III. 1 Trade receivables 0 49 1753 2049 1058 731 
C. III. 4 
Receivables from partners, cooperative 
members and association members 0 52 8 9 391 0 
C. III. 7 Short-term deposits given 0 55 95 7 17 16 
C. III. 9 Other receivables 0 57 111 0 0 284 
C. IV. Short-term financial assets 0 58 36161 35966 41638 40312 
C. IV. 1 Cash 0 59 88 98 103 208 
C. IV. 2 Bank accounts 0 60 36073 35868 41535 40104 
D. I. Accruals 0 63 189 120 57 257 
D. I. 1 Deffered expenses 0 64 40 18 5 0 
D. I. 3 Deffered income 0 66 149 102 52 257 
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Simplified balance sheets - Liabilities 
      2007 2008 2009 2010 
marking   line netto netto netto netto 
  TOTAL LIABILITIES 0 67 59289 55840 58992 55222 
A. Equity 0 68 30383 27846 26632 24556 
A. I. Registered capital 0 69 7971 7833 7744 7683 
A. I. 1 Registered capital 0 70 7971 7833 7744 7683 
A. II. Capital funds 0 73 15818 13174 11715 9660 
A. II. 2 Other capital funds 0 75 15818 13174 11715 9660 
A. III. 
Reserve funds, statutory reserve account for 
cooperative retained earnings 0 79 3365 3835 4355 4275 
A. III. 1 Legal reserve fund / Indivisible fund 0 80 2011 2351 2701 2701 
A. III. 2 Statutory and other funds 0 81 1354 1484 1654 1574 
A. IV. Profit / Loss - previous years 0 82 2505 2605 2755 2755 
A. IV. 1 Retained earnings from previous years  0 83 2505 2605 2755 2755 
A. V. Profit / Loss - current year (+/-) 0 85 724 399 63 183 
B. Other sources 0 86 28864 27954 32348 30606 
B. I.  Reserves 0 87 1329 529 1057 0 
B. I. 1 Reserves under special statutory regulations 0 88 1329 529 1057 0 
B. II. Long-term payables 0 92 897 728 214 424 
B. II. 5 Long-term advances received 0 97 897 728 214 424 
B. III. Short-term payables 1 03 26384 26478 31015 30125 
B. III. 1 Trade payables 1 04 99 520 124 82 
B. III. 4 
Payables from partners, cooperative members 
and association members 1 07 197 62 35 42 
B. III. 5 Payroll 1 08 204 203 253 218 
B. III. 6 
Payables to social securities and health 
insurance 1 09 416 501 416 503 
B. III. 7 Due from state - tax liabilities and subsidies 1 10 623 656 397 448 
B. III. 8 Short-term deposits received 1 11 1843 1346 544 512 
B. III. 10 Estimated payables 1 13 100 0 0 0 
B. III. 11 Other payables 1 14 22902 23190 29246 28320 
B. IV. Bank loans and financial allowances 1 15 254 219 62 57 
B. IV. 1 Long-term bank loans 1 16 254 219 62 57 
C. I. Accruals 1 19 42 40 12 60 
C. I. 1 Accrued expenses 1 20 42 36 4 48 
C. I. 2 Deffered revenues 1 21 0 4 8 12 
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Simplified income statements 
marking   line 2007 2008 2009 2010 
II. Production 0 04 10340 9971 10373 10610 
II. 1. Revenues from own products and services 0 05 10340 9971 10373 10610 
B. Production consumption 0 08 1861 3681 2303 2 909 
B. 1. Consumption of material and energy 0 09 696 903 618 928 
B. 2.  Services 0 10 1165 2778 1685 1 981 
+ Added value 0 11 8479 6290 8070 7 701 
C. Personnel expenses 0 12 10584 11143 11601 12166 
C. 1.  Wages and salaries 0 13 7684 8142 8870 9 268 
C. 2.  Remuneration of board members 0 14 228 215 215 225 
C. 3.  Social security expenses and health insurance 0 15 2564 2567 2285 2 458 
C. 4.  Other social expenses 0 16 108 219 231 215 
D. Taxes and fees 0 17 68 48 38 45 
E. Depreciations of intangible and tangible assets 0 18 440 277 242 209 
III. 
Revenues from disposals of fixed assets and 
materials 0 19 1 75 1 1 
III. 1. Revenues from disposals of fixed assets 0 20 1 75 1 1 
G. 
Change in operating reserves and adjustments 
of deferred costs (+/-) 0 25 561 -845 528 -1 053 
IV. Other operating revenues 0 26 4141 4700 4624 4 117 
H. Other operating expenses 0 27 681 897 649 670 
V. Transfer of operating revenues 0 28 0 0 0 0 
I. Transfer of operating expenses 0 29 0 0 0 0 
  Operating profit / loss 0 30 287 -455 -363 -218 
X. Interest revenues 0 42 754 1167 525 518 
N. Interest expenses 0 43 3 3 2 1 
XI. Other financial revenues 0 44 37 47 33 31 
O. Other financial expenses 0 45 102 99 98 98 
XII. Transfer of financial revenues 0 46 0 0 0 0 
P. Transfer of financial expenses 0 47 0 0 0 0 
  
Profit / loss from financial operations 
(transactions) 0 48 686 1112 458 450 
Q. Income tax on ordinary income 0 49 249 258 32 49 
Q. 1. Due tax 0 50 249 258 32 49 
  Operating profit / loss ordinary activity 0 52 724 399 63 183 
  Profit / loss of current accounting period (+/-) 0 60 724 399 63 183 
  Profit / loss before tax (+/-) 0 61 973 657 95 232 
 
